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5. Bregović’s Imaginary Balkans: Visual / Musical / 
Discursive Construction  

This chapter deals with the discourse surrounding the music of Goran 
Bregović, both generated by him, as well as the already existing framework in 
which he embeds his international projects. The international reception of his 
music, heavily influenced by the composer’s image and his statements, 
legitimises an approach in which the artist (his reputed words), his artwork and 
its context of reception are regarded as equally formative of its meaning with its 
diverse audiences. Following Bhabha, who states that culture is translational in 
the sense that its migration and displacement generates meaning (1994: 247), this 
chapter delves into the mechanism of Bregović’s music producing new meanings 
in the process of moving and becoming transnational entertainment. 

The discursive analysis of Bregović’s statements can shed a twofold light 
on the construction of Balkan music as represented through his performances. 
Firstly, it enables an insight into the compositional process that leads to the 
creation of his tunes. And secondly, it creates a framework within which his 
music is marketed to, and perceived by his worldwide audiences. In its 
approach, this chapter follows Taylor’s notion of metatext comprised of the 
mutually influencing sites of signification and interpretation: “musical work, the 
practices of listening and performing, and what gets said/written about 
these” (1997: XXII). This is not to say that Bregović’s statements determine the 
meaning of his music; on the contrary (as will be elaborated in 5.3.2), music’s 
meaning is constructed in the moment of its reception rather than composition/
performance. This is in accordance with the postmodern contemplation on the 
Death of the Author, an idea especially developed by Barthes who claimed that 
in contemporary art there is no room anymore for a position of authorial/
interpretive power prevailing over any other interpretation (1977: 142-148). 
However, the discursive power given to musicians cannot be ignored: although 
not entirely constitutive of meaning (as previously believed), the composers’ and 
musicians’ descriptions of their own music can nevertheless influence reception 
of their works (Taylor 1997: 51-52). The present chapter will claim that with his 
comments on his musicianship, Bregović creates a broader context for his music 
to be received (cf. DeNora 1986). 

The first sub-chapter (5.1) examines Bregović’s media presence and his 
statements with regard to the notions discussed within Balkan studies (see 2.1). 
It also gives an account of his statements in relation to his compositional 
techniques (elaborated in 4.2), especially focusing on ethical implications of his 
composing practice and authorship. His claims are scrutinised and their 
Balkanist connotation is discussed (see 2.1), which in turn reflect what Erlmann 
referred to as the role of “fetishization of marginality” (1996: 479) in essentialising 
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the Balkans as the European internal Other. Building on existing preconceptions, 
Bregović creates the music of what he calls the “hypothetical Balkans” (the word 
hypothetical being used in Serbian to denote invented or stereotypical, but also 
imaginary) and brings it to his international audiences as an expression of the 
genuine “Balkan soul.” 

Sub-chapter 5.2. continues to deal with Bregović’s usage of stereotypes, 
following the discussion in 2.1.4. Focusing on well known stereotypes about the 
Roma, this section delves into how these images are mobilised by Bregović. As 
Butler elaborates, the usage of stereotypes – even ironical – still reinforces those 
same stereotypes (2002: 94). Therefore, even if offering parodic versions of the 
stereotypes about the Balkans and the Roma, Bregović still employs those 
stereotypes, and by using them he perpetuates them, while at the same time 
failing to draw on the political potential of parody to engender transformation or 
change (Braidotti 1994: 7). The connection between the Balkans and the Roma in 
public imagery, so assumed and conspicuous in Bregović’s music, is supported 
by the actual demography of the region, where the Roma constitute the largest 
minority (up to 11 percent of the population, according to Tanner 2005). 

In 5.3 the Balkan stereotypes discussed earlier are placed in the context of 
the larger appeal of music conceived so as to sound exotic, and the ways musical 
meaning is constructed. It is argued that images utilised and perpetuated by 
Bregović have a transforming power over the ways his music is going to be 
perceived by his audiences. Moreover, his statements about Balkan music create 
what Katz (albeit in a different context) defines as feedback loop (2004: 32) in 
which listeners, presented with Bregović’s music marketed as authentic Balkan 
music, come to recognise and expect all Balkan music to sound accordingly. As 
already noted throughout this study, there are many cases of Balkan music being 
made to sound like Bregović’s music, as well as the cases of performing (excerpts 
of) his tunes (in live performances or as movie soundtracks) when the label of 
Balkanness (or rather non-Europeanness) is supposed to be generated. In chapter 
conclusion, the methodologies from both Chapters 4 and 5 are combined, in 
order to discuss the conglomerate of notions about the region that serve to 
contextualise the meaning of Bregović’s music for his international listeners. 

5.1. What is the B in GB? Bregović’s Hypothetical Balkans1

In an interview titled “My address is the Balkans,” Bregović states: “I am 
above all a Balkan composer and the addressee of my music is the Balkans. My 
music is inspired by the Balkans and is written for the Balkans, and the fact it is 
accepted in the rest of the world is nice” (Mičeta 1999). However, the music 
analysis of his pieces (conducted in Chapter 4) – and the discourse surrounding 
it – indicate that he is in fact composing for the international market as a target 
group, rather than the intraregional audiences. Indeed, Goran Bregović is 
regarded as one of the most characteristic and popular artists within what is 
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labelled and sold on the world music market as “Balkan music.” The popularity 
of Balkan music outside the Balkans is explored by Laušević (2007); bearing in 
mind the territorial shift (she deals with Balkan music and dance in the United 
States), many of her conclusions are applicable to the European context, where 
the Balkan music scene is arguably even more pronounced. The popularity of 
Balkan (in this case Bulgarian) music in Western Europe is commented on by 
Peicheva and Dimov: 

Unique or ‘savage’, Bulgarian musical folklore is sought by foreigners in their 
quest for individual harmony…. For the foreigners, the representations of our 
folklore music … are not an anachronistic restoration of Balkan exoticism, but new 
chronotopes of their own vitality which they have achieved through the vitality of 
our own Bulgarian voices (quoted in Todorova 1997: 60–61). 

In interviews and articles about his music, Bregović is often referred to as a 
Balkan composer, sometimes even as an “undisputed ambassador of Balkan 
music.” The image of him as an “ambassador,” implying that he is someone who 
offers a desirable, representative idea of the region and is entitled to speak on its 
behalf, is very common (Neveux 2006; Bednarz 1999; see also Barber-Kersovan 
2009: 239). Statements such as those displayed on Emir Kusturica’s official 
website (Goran Bregović 2002) that describe him as “surely the most known 
composer of the balkans [sic]” further underline his link to this region. Bregović 
is therefore regarded as an authority in what “genuine” Balkan music is (cf. 
Laušević 2007: 195); in other words, he is in a position to (re)construct the image 
of the region and (re)present it to those unfamiliar with its geographical, 
cultural, historical, and (above all) musical traits, by reviving selected elements 
of Balkan music tradition(s) that conform to the audience’s perception of the 
region and expectations of what Balkan music should sound like. The 
mechanism of choice of those elements of the music tradition (as suitable for 
reviving) that are perceived as representative of the Balkans was discussed in 
Chapter 4.  In an article about his concerts in Romania, Bregović’s music is given 
an even more important role:

With his music, Bregović affirms Balkan culture and preserves its rich musical 
heritage … Under a title “Bregović is saving the Balkans”, Romanian daily 
“Chronica Romana” writes that Bregović is breaking prejudices about this region, 
which is regarded mainly as a “powder-keg” in spite of its vast cultural richness, 
tradition, Byzantine heritage intertwined with influences of Western civilisation. 
Bregović’s music is a protest to all those who understand nothing and know 
nothing about this part of the world (Bregović spasava Balkan 2001).

However, in spite of the power attributed to Bregović to change the overall 
image of the Balkans, his music (and statements about his music) rarely opposes 
common ideas already present in the public’s imagery about this peninsula (see 
2.1). His comments usually maintain the same lines that essentialise the Balkans 
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and bring it down to a powder-keg area, that used to lie behind the Iron Curtain, 
inhabited predominantly by Orthodox Christians, and mostly by Slav and Roma 
peoples. In this respect, Bregović’s music (and comments about his music) is in 
accordance with a Balkanised image of the area. Todorova claims that 

the Balkan architects of the different self-images have been involved from the very 
outset in a complex and creative dynamic relationship with [Balkanist] discourse: 
some were (and are) excessively self-conscious, others defiant, still others paranoic 
[sic], a great many arrogant and even aggressive, but all without exception were 
and continue to be conscious of it (1997: 61). 

Even while aware of the negative discourse about the region, Bregović 
readily embraces the complex cluster of Balkan images that are attributed to his 
music, and in fact builds his statements on an assumed exotic value of Balkan 
music stemming from an (already existing) image of the Balkans, “a stenographic 
indication [of] a piece of discourse that refers to background knowledge the 
speaker and audience share. This background knowledge is supposed to be, and 
is offered as, shared, trivial, and true” (Močnik 2005: 95 – emphasis in original). 
This tacitly assumed set of notions affects all participants in the discourse, and it 
is powerful as it can lead to identification with the imposed image (cf. Bhabha 
1994: 107-120). 

Both when emphasising his roots in claiming his “return to the origins, at 
the same time Slavic and gypsy” (Goran Bregović 2002), and when the “hypnotic 
power of his music” is described (Bregović Homepage [old]: Press in English), in 
Bregović’s Balkans it is possible to discern an exotic other, guided by ancient 
forces stronger than reason. “Roots in the Balkans where he stems from, head in 
the 21st Century which he fully inhabits, Goran Bregović … [is] creating music 
that our soul recognises instinctively and the body greets with an irresistible 
urge to dance” (Bregović Homepage [old]: Biography). The imagined essence of 
the Balkans is best summarised in the excerpt from the press section of 
Bregović’s old website, where his music is described as a “great gypsy circus, 
illuminated by bright and blinding light, but also full of melancholy … Odour of 
incense, sacredness and paganism” (Bregović Homepage [old]: press in Italian). 
A related impression of extreme emotions is present in Bregović’s own attempt 
to describe the “Balkan soul”: “I think we are a bit more self-pitying than other 
Europeans. And I think that we are sometimes too emotional. We actually move 
only in extremes, there is either too much happiness or too many tears, but 
nothing in between” (Buhre 2001). 

These extremes reveal dichotomies that are relatable to the idea of 
Balkanism, where the image of the ancient, emotional East is confronted by the 
image of the modern, emotionless West. Indeed, one of the common tropes of the 
Balkans in popular culture is the idea of emotional excess, or simultaneous 
experience of contradictory emotions such as joy and sorrow, exaltation and 
melancholy and so on. This alleged mercurial temperament of Balkan 
inhabitants has been noted in many instances, starting from Todorova noting 
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historical sources on the local population’s “incapacity for moderation” (1997: 
120), to more recent accounts (e.g. Barber-Kersovan 2009: 240) of enjoying Balkan 
music precisely for its immediacy and opportunity to experience the same 
unconstrained temperament, or rather to temporarily release one’s own 
constraints and assume a role of an out-of-control Balkanite:

[A]t Balkan parties young people could express their sentiments in the specific 
Balkanic way – “typical Balkan” sentiments are supposed to express hot temper 
and pathos – but also its “leisured, riotous culture”.  That means, they could 
scream, yell,  dance, have fun, and skip from one sentiment to another, drink, 
without taking care about etiquette. They, basically, consummated their own 
notions of “being a Balkanite” (Muršić 2007: 96-97).

Importantly, and as mentioned in 2.1.3, this view of the region’s typical 
mentality is likewise internalised by its inhabitants, whose lives are – according 
to a study on Serbs’ negotiation of their Balkan identity – “about crazy, irrational 
behaviour ... primitive behaviour if you will ... and it is also about a deep 
melancholy, about the Serbian self-destructive sadness that we celebrate ... A direct 
enjoyment of the moment ... of the here and now” (Volčić 2005: 167 – emphasis in 
original). 

On his official website, Bregović’s music was described as a “synthesis of 
the Balkans” (Bregović Homepage [old]: Press in English). This “synthesis” 
creates a version, a distilled interpretation of the region and its complexities, 
enabling those outside the Balkans a (feeling of) better insight and 
understanding of the region and its music. It is referred to by the composer 
himself as the “hypothetical Balkans”:

When I was young, I thought my music had to sound like Western music. So I did 
not believe in domestic musical heritage, the way I believe in it now. … [My recent 
music] is our music inspired by our environment. Foreigners may think that we in 
the Balkans play such music. But that is, of course, not true. The music I play is 
nowhere in the Balkans created in that way. Therefore, my music is not the music of 
the real Balkans; it is the music of the hypothetical Balkans. In it are mixed things that 
had never mixed in the Balkans on their own (Mijatović 2002: 41 – emphasis 
added). 

Although “hypothetical” (meaning invented), the Balkans depicted in 
Bregović’s music is often confronted to the spatiality of the region, which shows 
his awareness of the constructedness of the discourse he is using to promote his 
music. Reflecting the ambiguity of the physical and political position of the 
region (see 2.1), Bregović’s statements about its actual location are twofold. The 
first group of statements places the Balkans undoubtedly outside Europe. These 
remarks focus on differences between the (imagined) Balkans and (imagined) 
Europe, recalling the ubiquitous West/East dichotomy. When positions the 
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Balkans outside Europe, Bregović usually emphasises “differences between us 
and Europe that have always existed … There has always been this (and such) 
civilisation gap between us and Europe that we can hardly catch up 
with” (Ferina 2002),2 and underlines the (already mentioned) role of his music in 
overcoming these differences: his music should be “some kind of 
communication between us as we are, pathetic and crappy, and the bright world. 
For twenty years everybody criticised me for it, but at the end it turned out I am 
a modern composer” (Mijatović 2002: 48). Within this image, the Balkans are in 
fact substituting the Orient, following Todorova’s thought that it is not “an 
innate characteristic of the Balkans that bestows it the air of mystery but the 
reflected light of the Orient” (1997: 15). Bregović indeed seems to equate the 
Balkans with the Orient; moreover he gives it a physical epicentre, and discusses 
the “quintessence” of the region being in Istanbul: 

Greece and Turkey are very interesting places for me. For centuries, Istanbul was 
the capital of the empire which we belonged to. So for five centuries, all the best 
was accumulated there. If you really want to find the things you feel to be your 
roots, you’ll find their quintessence in Istanbul (Mijatović 2002: 51). 

A related image shows the position of an “outsider within” discussed by 
Fleming (2000: 1220). The Balkans, although still not Europe, are placed within 
and surrounded by Europe. This perspective reflects the idea of Europe 
metonymically replaced by the European Union, and the idea of the Balkans 
metonymically replaced by former Yugoslavia (or rather some of its former 
republics). Thus, changes induced by the EU’s 2007 enhancement by Bulgaria 
and Romania influence Bregović’s perception of these countries’ place in or 
outside Europe. 

For [Bregović], “the future of the European continent will inevitably be played out 
in the Balkans. It would be a problem for Europe, which surrounds us,  to have ‘wild’ 
countries at its centre: Greece to the south, Bulgaria to the north and soon Romania 
…” Between his whisky, guitar and accordion, Goran Bregović admits to being 
more than optimistic: “it is in the EU’s best interests to integrate the ‘wild ones’ 
like us,” he concludes with a smile (Neveux 2006 – emphasis added). 
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replicated at the level of official state policy. 
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The second group of Bregović’s statements referring to the physical 
location of the Balkans reflects the idea of this region being on the border 
between East and West, Asia and Europe. This transitory status of the region, as 
elaborated in 2.1.2, is a common topic in discussions of Balkanism, for it is often 
perceived as space that is neither Europe, nor Orient (or both one and the other). 
The blurriness of the Balkans as a consequence of their liminality is underlined 
in Bregović’s statements and sometimes serves as justification for his artistic 
decisions, especially when he discusses the eclecticism of his music (see below). 

The blurriness of the Balkans is often correlated to cohabiting ethnic, 
national and confessional groups, resulting in the “musical melting pot” that 
Bregović draws from when inventing his stereotypical Balkans: 

You created, in a way, a musical melting pot that was accepted by the West.  – Through 
history the Balkans used to be one of the darkest places. Through history it used to 
be a border among three confronted worlds – Orthodox, Catholic and Islamic. 
Borders are dark places that nobody wants to deal with … Our image in the world 
is horrible (Mičeta 1999). 

At the same time, he refers to the same border quality as a source of 
inspiration, using the same idea of the border as a “dark place” to underline its 
ambiguity and strangeness: “I am getting my inspiration at the border ... Art 
from such places is completely unknown. Music from that border might be the 
last big music revelation and I am revealing it to the world” (Mijatović 2002: 
42-43).  By this and many similar statements, he is embedding his discourse into 
the discourse revolving around self-empowerment of various worldwide 
borders (as elaborated in Chapter 2).

Perpetuating the same constructed image, Bregović, the ambassador of the 
“wild ones,” presents the music of the dark, blurry, liminal Balkans to the rest of 
the world. His references to the border culture are compatible both with 
Europe’s obsession with its margins (Van de Port 1998: 171-178), and with the 
postmodernist emancipation and giving voice to the liminal, hybrid, inbetween 
(cf. Bhabha 1994; Soja 1996). Bregović’s mobilising of his border identity reflects 
the well-known trope in postcolonial studies: juxtaposed against the words 
written by bell hooks, Bregović’s words resonate with a relevance that reaches 
beyond promoting a concert tour, which greatly contributes to his international 
popularity.

Living as we did – on the edge – we developed a particular way of seeing reality. 
We looked both from the outside in and from the inside out. We focused our 
attention on the center as well as on the margin. We understood both. This mode 
of seeing reminded us of the existence of a whole universe, a main body made up 
of both margin and center (bell hooks, quoted in Soja 1996: 100). 
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The two notions mentioned above, Bregović’s roots in the Balkans and the 
metaphoric position of the Balkans in or outside Europe, are actively used by 
him to justify his artistic choices. He uses his listeners’ background knowledge 
(Močnik 2005: 95) about the region to legitimate his music by giving it a stamp of 
Balkanness, especially in cases when he is criticised for stepping away from 
what are considered to be his Balkan roots, or when his choices are assessed as 
ethically questionable. 

It is possible to discern several different applications of Balkan-related 
discourse in Bregović’s statements. One of the main notions that Bregović uses to 
refer to his composing process is eclecticism that builds on the idea of the 
mongrel nature of the Balkans elaborated above. He describes himself as “a 
composer who comes from a very eclectic place, from a land dominated by Turks 
for five centuries, the only direct border between orthodox [sic] Catholics and 
Muslims” (Neveux 2006). This notion is most often supported by highlighting 
two facts from his biography, a consequence of what is described as a “cultural 
jigsaw” (Bednarz 1999): the fact that he grew up in multicultural Sarajevo, and 
the fact that he comes from a multiethnic family (as his father was Croatian and 
his mother Serbian). These two facts (echoing what Todorova referred to as the 
Balkans’ perceived “handicap of heterogeneity” – see 2.1.1) are repeated over 
and over again in introductory segments of almost every interview and article 
about Bregović, as if to underline from the very beginning the hybrid features of 
this Balkan ambassador and also the blurry image of the Balkans themselves. 
These facts, as elaborated in 4.2, are also noted as the basis for his treatment of 
traditional music. 

Bregović claims that eclecticism as an artistic approach, resulting in what 
he refers to as a melange (Bregović Homepage [old]: press in French), stems from 
his Balkan origins: it is “very natural; it just goes naturally from the place I'm 
from” (Mijatović 2002: 43).3  The notion of eclecticism is corroborated by what 
Fleming, when commenting on West European and North American perceptions 
of the Balkans, describes as a “tendency to lump [the Balkans] all together, to 
overlook any differences that might exist between countries, regimes, peoples, or 
even names of countries” (2000: 1219). In building his version of the Balkans, a 
construct of such an amalgamated nature, Bregović (perhaps understandably) 
mirrors the blurriness of his listeners’ perceptions, “in order to cater to their 
preconceptions” (Laušević 2007: 44). 

Stating his “natural” eclecticism legitimises his composing choices, which 
are also claimed to stem from an “eclectic” treatment of music sources. Such an 
idea is further supported by the events in the Balkans at the end of the 20th 
century, the civil wars and the displacement of hundreds of thousands of 
Yugoslav citizens. Heavily influenced by political circumstances, Bregović 
creates music that is not “a nostalgic painting of a deserted house, but an 
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enthralling fresco about the richness of diversity … What is a musician to do, 
whose family, godfathers and friends are children of the cursed Balkans?” (Mijatović 
2002: 42). 

An answer to this question is offered by Bregović himself: “Displaced from 
my own homeland, cultural, mental and emotional homeland, at first I was 
frightened and horrified, but eventually I started enjoying it” (Popović 1996). At 
the same time, he explains that the “direct consequence of the war is the fact that 
I do not have a homeland anymore … For someone who writes songs it is a 
serious handicap, because I cannot write poems anymore, I cannot write them in 
my own language anymore. This is why now I only recycle songs” (ibid). In this 
way, he is interpreting the fact he had to leave his country (as a consequence of 
wars) both as a limiting and an empowering creative force. In a recent interview 
he is making a clear connection between the political circumstances influencing 
his life and his compositional practice, when he confirms that “the same way I 
am inventing a country I live in, I also invent its folklore ... Since part of our 
tradition is to take two old sweaters and knit a new one, in the same way you 
will always find some old threads in my music” (Grujić and Nikčević 2012).

After leaving Sarajevo and moving to Paris, Bregović starts his 
international career by recycling his earlier music (see 4.2). Among his audiences 
and in the public sphere, his recycling technique is both approved of and 
strongly criticised, which arguably can be explained by Bregović’s double 
positionality (Taylor 1997: 40), his existence in two realms – the realm of 
“traditional music” where preservationist ideals are a priority and authenticity 
of music is highly regarded, and the realm of the contemporary world music 
market, where music traditions from all over the world are fused into new styles 
without restraint. 

The critique of Bregović’s work usually revolves around the same two 
perspectives, and they coexist in his statements as well, in a dialectic 
relationship. Such a double perspective can paradoxically even be found in a 
single argument, for example in Gourgouris’ claim that “Bregović relies on folk 
elements but what he does with that tradition breaks it apart” (2005: 343). In the 
same text, though, he contradicts himself by stating that “[t]his is how ‘ethnic 
music’ can still be renewed: by being performed against the grain, relieved from 
the quicksand of nostalgic fetish” (ibid: 341). Not dissimilar to the idea of the 
blurry Balkans, his additional comment emphasises Bregović creating a 
simulacrum of traditions that he uses as sources: 

No doubt, his genius is one of absorption and appropriation. … The connecting 
thread – the thread of secondary revision – is precisely the cannibalization of one’s 
refracted, indigenous musical forms. Bregović is explicitly drawn to variation, 
recirculation,  rearrangement, repetition, continuous self-quotation, continuous 
blurring of the ‘original’ instance and the instance of its reproduction (ibid.). 
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Bregović interprets his eclectic compositional approach within the context 
of his Balkan roots and the region’s (recent) political history. This view entirely 
mirrors the perceived melange of nations and cultures, so often stressed by those 
involved in the analysis of the Balkanist discourse (see 2.1). In another interview, 
as mentioned above, he describes himself as a collagist, pasting things one to 
another, discarding it where it does not “hold” (Nikcevich 1995). This seems to 
point to a further function of the Balkanist discourse in Bregović’s statements 
because, due to such a composition process and use of musical sources, he 
cannot ensure the “historical continuity and organic purity” (Livingston 1999: 
74) of his music, and therefore needs to embed it into the Balkan framework and 
give it an unquestionable label of Balkanness. This discourse validates him as 
someone who “grew” from the Balkans and whose music is therefore “music of 
the Balkans.” 

Bregović’s recycling compositional technique is likewise embedded in the 
context of his assumed attitude towards traditional music. He disputes criticisms 
(that he uses motives that do not belong to him – see 4.2.2) with an elaborate 
discussion on traditional music and musicians. The main point he makes is that 
he should be regarded as a “folk musician,” which draws on the idea of 
“authentic folk songs,” as summarised by Livingston: “they must be old, they 
must be anonymous, they must exist in oral tradition, they must have variant 
forms, and they must come from uneducated rural peoples” (1999: 75). 
Disregarding all implications of composing and performing in the context of the 
globalised world music market and his undoubtable stardom notwithstanding, 
Bregović constructs for himself a third space in which he capitalises on “the non-
synchronous temporality of global and national cultures,” a condition “peculiar 
to borderline existences” (Bhabha 1994: 312). He equates himself with an 
idealised image of anonymous musicians in the distant past who had 
communally recreated music by varying already existing music material and by 
orally transmitting it to other community members. Within that symbolic 
framework, all music belongs to everybody and is available for everybody to 
play and develop further.

The image of the traditional musician in Bregović’s statements is 
connected to the Balkans, that according to him still cherish art created by 
anonymous and uncredited community members. When asked about musicians 
he cooperates with and who sometimes are, but sometimes are not, given credit 
on his labels, he claims that “[h]ere and more to the East, all music becomes 
traditional, unknown people paint churches and buildings. We come from the 
part of the world where art is depersonalised, where there were never any 
names. This is the world my artists come from” (Ferina 2002). He summarises 
his attitude by stating that “the tradition is there to steal it, and everybody bases 
their creations on anonymous tradition. I know of no one who had invented 
something without relying on tradition, from Stravinsky to Bela Bartok” (Sanz 
2001). Apparently, his attitude towards tradition is twofold: on the one hand, he 
refers to the idea of communal re-creation in order to legitimise his similar 
treatment of music material, as well as to ensure for his music a label of what 
Laušević calls “imagined antiquity and purity of its origin” (2007: 178). At any 
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other level, though, referring to tradition is unnecessary, since Bregović does not 
seem to share the ideals underlining music revivals, nor does his audience assign 
significance to the level of authenticity of performed tunes. Like it was discussed 
in 2.3, the authenticity (understood in its older meaning of being genuine) is 
abandoned as both unattainable and irrelevant. 

As elaborated in the following section, Bregović’s image of traditional 
musicians playing traditional music in a traditional way is especially noticeable 
in his statements about Roma musicians and his cooperation with them. 
Described as a “connoisseur of gypsy cultures” (Neveux 2006), he embeds his 
music in his representation of the Balkans, and emphasises Roma people as 
living remains of the “Balkan soul.” The image of folk musicians mentioned 
above is combined with his impression of Roma being more “natural” and 
therefore more authentic than other nations from the same area, which he 
assesses as a desirable quality: “[The Gypsies] like the harmony from one song, 
the melody from another, the rhythm from a third one, and they simply like to 
play it, and it becomes their music” (Interviews with Goran Bregović 2007). At 
the same time, in contrast to this statement, Bregović’s career shows that his 
idealised image of folk musicians freely exchanging music among themselves 
does not extend to the issue of protecting his own authorship and copyrights. 
Nevertheless, in many interviews he stresses the importance of his tunes being 
accepted by the audience and living a life of their own, as if they were indeed 
communally recreated: “It makes me happy that in time it was forgotten who 
composed [the song Đurđevdan], and nowadays it is sung in restaurants as a folk 
song. That happens only once in a composer’s career: to create something that 
sounds as if it were not composed, but rather emerged on its own” (ibid). He 
carries his point further by stating that “[i]f I would know that in one hundred 
years a song of mine is still performed in a wedding or a funeral, I would know 
that I did not compose in vain for all these years. That is my final composing 
ambition” (Ferina 2002). In that respect, Bregović’s music has indeed become 
“folk music” of the Balkans, as many a brass band’s current repertoire includes 
at least one of Bregović’s megahits (Kalašnjikov, Ederlezi or Mesečina).

5.2. What is the G in GB? Gypsy Images in Bregović’s Music4

This section continues the discussion started at the end of the previous 
section, and explores well known stereotypes about Gypsies that are 
disseminated within the discourse surrounding Bregović’s music. In his 
communication with the globalised world, Bregović’s “loudspeakers” are the 
Roma, their music and language. Avoiding singing in any of the languages 
deriving from his native Serbo-Croatian, he adopts the Roma voice to speak to 
his worldwide audiences. On the transregional world music market, he is one of 
the biggest names associated with “gypsy” music style (and this even seems to 
be on the increase: big Roma musicians – such as the Gypsy Kings – are starting 
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to be associated with Bregović’s powerful world music label – see 3.4). The 
notion of “Gypsy music” is marketed as synonymous with Bregović’s music and 
therefore belonging to an intrinsic whole. The term “Gypsy” is utilised as a 
commercial label that does not necessarily refer to Romani music or music 
performed by Romani musicians (cf. Silverman 2012). Nevertheless, Bregović 
frequently refers to his band members as Gypsies, and to his Wedding and 
Funeral Band as a “gypsy brass band,” despite their mixed ethnic background. 
Numerous positive stereotypes about Gypsies emphasise the irony of the Balkan 
music discourse: in spite of the negative influence they are considered to have 
(even nowadays) on traditional music in Balkan countries (e.g. Golemović 2006a: 
117), Gypsy music is the “sound” of the Balkans in Western Europe.

Bregović’s career is inextricably linked to Gypsy music, starting from his 
early collaborations with Emir Kusturica (see 3.2). By being associated with 
Gypsy music, Bregović’s music achieves a higher level of authenticity, as this 
link implies that his music comes from the roots: “After disbanding his rock 
band Bijelo Dugme (White Button) in 1985, Goran Bregović delved into his own 
musical roots and recreated the music of the Gypsy groups” (Sanz 2001). The 
same notion is repeated on Emir Kusturica’s website, which emphasises 
Bregović’s “return to the origins” (Goran Bregović 2002). Similar to Bregović 
influencing the image of the Balkans and their music internationally (see 
previous section), his emphatic link with the Gypsies both feeds and constructs 
the discourse on the Roma. 

In contrast to long-lasting reputation of Gypsies as music contaminators 
and thieves (Brown 2000), Bregović refers to them affirmatively as keepers of the 
traditional, natural sound: as quoted before, in one interview he praised his 
Wedding and Funeral Band for playing “natural” music, and stated that he 
preferred it “when [music is] a bit ‘out of tune,’ exactly as much as everything 
around us is also out of tune” (Mijatović 2002: 53). His version of Gypsies and 
Gypsy music relies heavily on the idea that they are gifted artists playing 
authentic music of the Balkans. The importance of the notion of Gypsies as 
naturally gifted musicians (as opposed to having skills obtained by practice and 
training) is supported by other studies (Bellman 1998b: 79-80, Van de Port 1999: 
292-293, Malvini 2004: 47). Bregović’s appropriation of Gypsies shows that he 
often tends to identify (himself, his listeners, “all of us”) with them. At the same 
time, though, Gypsies retain their exotic allure. 

The mechanism of creating and replicating stereotypes about the Balkans 
(introduced in 2.1.4) is a necessary element of communication: “the inevitability 
of representation always involves the necessity for metaphors that make direct, 
unmediated, and perfect communication impossible” (Lipsitz 1994: 161). On the 
one hand, stereotypes are a necessary mechanism in coping with differences, 
ambiguities and complexity: “The stereotype thus helps organize the 
world” (Balalovska 2003). On the other, the stigma they imprint on a subject of 
stereotyping can be debilitating, especially when the stereotype is internalised. 
Gabor (2007) identifies stereotypes about the Roma in Kusturica’s movies and 
explores whether references to Roma and their music perpetuate or challenge 
existing stereotypes about them. In popular culture, stereotypes are not 
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necessarily used maliciously or ignorantly. Rather, stereotype-consistent (as 
opposed to stereotype-inconsistent) information is employed in the need for 
efficient and comprehensible coding of a communicated message (Lyons and 
Kashima 2001), which mirrors Seeman’s reference to iconic condensation, “a 
kind of cultural shorthand” (2006), or Močnik’s “background knowledge” 
mentioned earlier (2005: 95); see also Said (2003 [1978]: 67) on reality being 
transformed into “units of knowledge.” In Bregović’s statements about his music 
it is possible to identify three main stereotypes about the Roma, three sets of 
axiomatic statements that are (verbally and/or visually) used to communicate 
meanings between performers and the audience.

Stereotype 1: Passion (for Life)
A big selling point for Balkan/Gypsy music in the world music market is the 
idea that music performed by Gypsies can create a platform for expressing and 
negotiating multiple identities. This music and the ways it is contextualised (see 
5.3.2) enables the listeners to enter another reality. The image of Gypsies as free 
nomads (see below) supports the stereotype of their power to communicate 
extreme emotions through music, which seems to be corroborated by actual 
research within Gypsy communities (Kertész-Wilkinson 1992: 115; see also 
Brown 2000: 120 on the “weeping-rejoicing” manner of Gypsy performance). 
Likewise, in the domain of classical music of the 19th century and onwards, 
Gypsy music has been regarded as a “repository of emotional states, quickly 
alternating between grief and happiness” (Malvinni 2004: 72). The same is stated 
by Bellman who locates “extremes of emotion inaccessible to normal people” in 
style hongrois, yielding from the Gypsies’ inclination towards “both metahuman 
despair and a savage joy.” This is the crucial point in many representations of 
Gypsies in art and literature, depicting them as skilful musicians and/or 
dancers, especially as Bellman importantly connects it with the concept of role-
playing, embodied in this process of dealing with extreme emotions: the skill of 
“rejoicing in the face of sadness and inner rage” (1993: 91-92; see also ibid: 185). 
This skill in itself can be related to the process of negotiating the stigma, 
elaborated in 2.1.3. 

The stereotype of Gypsies being able to experience (and therefore convey) 
deep and extreme emotions is fuelled by an assumption that plays a very 
important role in the discourse surrounding Bregović’s music: that extreme 
emotions can (and do) lead to lack of control, wildness and loss of self. This is 
exactly where Van de Port sees the meaning of this music for the non-Gypsy 
audiences, when he claims that “the insight into the irrational, wild human 
being – an insight that has to be preserved because people know that they 
simply cannot allow themselves to ignore it – is relocated in the fantastic 
imaginary world that is woven around the figure of the Gypsy” (1998: 156). 

This notion, that Gypsies are characterised by deep emotionality that they 
are able to convey through music, is frequently utilised in Bregović’s words 
about his music. Especially the idea of living in the moment (cf. van de Port 
1998) is heavily exploited by him. His website corroborates the idea of another 
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world one enters when listening to Gypsy music and goes further to describe his 
music as a “great gypsy circus” (Bregović Homepage [old]: Press in Italian), as of 
lately advising the listener to go crazy, for otherwise they are not normal 
(Bregović Homepage [new]). Bregović emphasises Gypsies as living remains of 
the Balkan soul (see previous section), using the notion of the passionate Gypsy 
to metonymically represent and stand for all Balkan inhabitants, which is in line 
with their centuries-old image in music and popular culture: 

The emotional makeup of the Gypsies is integral to the stereotype. [It] disposed 
them, it was thought, to wild celebration and exultation; their talent for musical 
expression and entertainment was another manifestation of this same propensity. 
They were also supposedly subject to a profound, almost animal melancholy, the 
natural wages of their ancient curse, their wandering, and their persecution 
(Bellman 1993: 85). 

The exaggerated emotional charge of Gypsy music is at the centre of the 
musicians’ appeal, as it endows them with an ability to play with extraordinary 
“vividness, immediacy, and authenticity of feeling ... with the Gypsies musical 
expression is absolutely natural and necessary, and with the rest of us somehow 
more contrived and inauthentic” (ibid: 185). Bregović himself emphasises the 
same notion when he describes Balkan souls experiencing (and expressing) 
extreme emotions. He describes Gypsies as people who believe “freedom is the 
only thing worth living and dying for” (Composer brings ‘Carmen’ back to life 
with new gypsy-friendly ending 2006). This idea is emphasised when he talks 
about his Karmen: building on the well-known narrative, he turns Carmen’s 
tragic end into Karmen’s happy-end, thus giving it a “Gypsy-friendly 
ending” (ibid). He refers to passion twice in the same sentence when he 
describes Karmen as a “powerful and passionate woman from the world of 
Gypsies who live in the city outskirts, on the social margins, in poverty, but with 
an ability to live with irony and great passion” (Goran Bregović: “Karmen” u 
Rijeci i Zagrebu 2009).

Stereotype 2: Freedom
Within the Balkan region, constructed and imagined through music events such 
as Bregović’s performances, there is a recurring image of Gypsies as free 
nomads, unbound by constraints of (Western) civilisation. This image 
perpetuates both the Balkanised features of the region, and the romanticised idea 
of Gypsies themselves. The image of Gypsies as Others is noted by many 
researchers (Silverman 1996: 233, van de Port 1998: 6-7, Brown 2000: 123, 
Malvinni 2004: 86), and this alien identity strongly influences the 
commodification and marketing of Gypsy music (and the Balkans in general). 
Bregović’s performances construct and market the Balkans as a blurry, yet exotic 
space inhabited by Gypsies who live their lives “full to the brim” (Bregović 
Homepage [old]: press in English). In this picture the Gypsies are painted as the 
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appealing, exoticised European Other, and their music is a way for the consumer 
to “re-inject the self with otherness” (Van de Port 1999: 306).

Bregović’s identification with exotic Gypsies arguably stems from his 
personal feeling of “homelessness” after the break-up of Yugoslavia. Feeling 
alienated from the country that was disappearing in civil wars, speaking a 
language that has meanwhile broken down into three separate languages, 
Bregović chose Gypsies as his speakers. He started to adopt their language in 
order to remain neutral and to avoid political connotations of writing in the 
languages he no longer identified with:

I do not write in our language anymore. I grew up speaking Serbo-Croatian, a 
language that does not exist anymore. I do not work using the Serbian dialect 
because it is not my mother tongue, and I am not enough Serb, or Croat or 
Bosnian to write in these local dialects. Lately I write either in Romani or in an 
invented language (Jovanović 2004b). 

Bregović’s desire to identify with Gypsies is easily detectable in these 
words, echoing Van de Port’s thought that “Gypsies represent what we are 
although we are not allowed to be it” (1998: 154). Even the orientalised, alien 
image of the Gypsy is appealing to him as an alternative to his disintegrated 
homeland. His listeners readily accept Gypsies constructed in that way and 
project their own rebellious feelings into their image. The Gypsy features of 
Bregović’s music are arguably at the core of this music’s appeal, offering a 
chance to party “in full abandonment, until the cows come home” (Luks 2011):

Bregović identifies closely with the Romany experience. In May 2000, he told the 
Times of London that “Deep down, most of us would like to be a Gypsy. … It’s a 
metaphor for that part of the soul which wants to defy gravity. The Gypsies teach 
us about a traditional system of values when freedom was different and more 
precious than it is now.” In his music, Bregović captures such freedom for his 
listeners (Byrne 2002).5 

Stereotype 3: Innovation Through Hybridism 
In earlier music texts, it was often claimed that Gypsies did not have their own 
music but instead played the music of the host community, either innovating or 
corrupting it. For a long time the sphere of classical music was influenced by 
Bartók’s notorious opinion of Gypsies as contaminators of pure Hungarian 
music (Brown 2000, Malvinni 2004: 141-162). In contrast, later studies interpret 
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way” (Madonna’s Gypsy Dreams 2008).



the process of “Gypsifying” music as a powerful and desirable creative force. 
Within that framework, the Gypsies’ appropriation of traditional music results 
from their freedom that allows them to innovate and hybridise (Garfias 1981, 
Heuwekemeijer 2011, Kertész-Wilkinson 1992, Kovalcsik 1987, Pettan 1992). In 
recent studies, their approach to music is described as cross-fertilising (Malvinni 
2004: 213), or “trafficking” in music styles (Silverman 1996: 248; Silverman 2012). 
They are seen as the “original intermediary, translator, and integrator between 
the Balkan’s separate musical languages” (Dimov, quoted in Buchanan 2007c: 
235); they are thus acknowledged as crucial agents in the dissemination and 
development of local music practices. 

As mentioned before, the discourse surrounding Bregović’s music offers a 
positive interpretation of Gypsies and their attitude towards music, constructing 
them as freely engaging in musical hybridism and thereby innovating the 
traditional music corpus. Although it also applies to many other groups in the 
Balkans and worldwide, Gypsies are emphasised as the ones who constantly 
rearrange and re-create music, with improvisation and variation their main 
performance techniques. 

Authors of ethnographies on Gypsies emphasise that the Roma group 
members themselves sometimes corroborate (or at the least do not challenge) 
such imagining. They exploit the existing stereotypes about them and transform 
Gypsy music into a commodity to sell to non-Gypsies (Gmelch 1986, Silverman 
1988, van de Port 1999, Malvinni 2004). Their role-playing and “impression 
management” (Keil and Keil 2002: 107) is discussed as an important element of 
what Silverman calls “negotiating Gypsiness.” She sees the reason for Gypsies 
accepting stereotypes imposed on them is the fact that it creates a defence 
mechanism against contamination by the non-Gypsy culture (Silverman 1988: 
265-266). Van de Port claims that “understanding of the ‘soul’ of Gypsy music 
should start from the realisation that the ‘Gypsiness’ of Gypsy music is a 
construct on the perceivers’ part, but which is elaborated and commodified by 
Gypsy musicians” (1999: 292). 

As already discussed in 4.3, the essence of Bregović’s utilisation of the 
Gypsy image deals with their assumed approach towards traditional music, 
which is strongly corroborated by the composer. The image of Gypsies as folk 
(i.e. traditional) musicians is intertwined with his impression of Gypsies being 
more authentic than other ethnic groups from the same area, which he assesses 
as a desirable quality. As mentioned above, he praises Gypsies as being free to 
steal music in a way that is “eclectic, but natural, ancient” which is precisely 
where he positions the power of their music (Interviews with Goran Bregović 
2007). Under the Gypsy label, Bregović’s attitude towards traditional music 
gains additional meaning: his dubious (and otherwise highly criticised) 
treatment of sources becomes a “natural” synergic approach to traditional music, 
as Gypsies are so well known for.
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Goran will continue his experiments in the fusion of sorts of music. … without 
forgetting this self fusioning [sic] music, the one of the Gypsies, sources of a really 
universal music, at the same time symphonic and intimate (Goran Bregović 2002). 

In Bregović’s performing palette, therefore, the Gypsies play a role of the 
empowered peripheral voice, a border voice that is unconstrained by 
dichotomies and free to hybridise, in the ideal embodiment of what Bhabha 
referred to as hybridity which opens at the interstices, in third space (1994; see 
also Silverman 2007: 358 on the Roma as “cosmopolitan cultural constellations 
that are hallmarks of an alternative modernity,” modernity that is located at the 
margins). This is why Bregović opts for them as his loudspeakers in the world 
music scene; this is why he wants to be a Gypsy; this is why he chooses their 
language over any of the ex-Yugoslav derivate tongues; because in this image of 
the free Gypsy lies the essence of his marketing value.

Bregović’s recycling is in the centre of controversies related to his career 
(see 4.2). However, he readily admits to accusations of recycling and adds: “I 
constantly recycle ... This is how I imagine music” (Popović 1996). Although 
revealing his personal view of treating traditional sources when he labels them 
as “stealing,” he resolves this paradox by stating that “the tradition is there to 
steal it” (Sanz 2001), whereas in another interview he makes a direct link with 
Gypsies who “believe music belongs to us all so they feel free to steal in the most 
natural way” (Luks 2011). 

As stated above, Bregović’s comments on Gypsy musicians reveal a 
romantic image of a nomad nation that is free from the constraints of modern 
life.6  Gypsies offer the “roots” he can refer to in order to provide the label of 
authenticity for his music. More than this, though, these roots are (politically, 
ethnically) neutral, unlike other ethnic groups that indeed have music regarded 
as ancient, but who also played a role in the breaking down of Yugoslavia during 
the 1990s. Besides, indisputable musical skills displayed by Gypsy musicians 
imply the “natural” virtuosity that additionally validates Bregović’s music. 
Malvinni (2004: 149) describes in detail how the image of Gypsy music had in 
the past occupied a negative pole of the stereotype, as an antithesis to “natural” 
music when confronted with peasant cultures (as stated by Bartók). In modern 
(Western) society, though, Gypsies re-acquire an unquestionable image of 
naturalness, replacing the peasants’ place in the public imaginary. Their 
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a reactionary or resistant cultural force that lingers outside of the welfare state or the 
imperial order” (1992: 874). 



perceived freedom and lack of ties with modern culture keeps them closer to 
roots and nature, which makes their music more authentic. This stereotype, in 
turn, feeds the myth about born musicians and lineages of talented virtuosos. 

Another notion conveyed in Bregović’s appreciation of Gypsy musicians is 
their presumed attitude towards music and appropriation of music that he 
seems to share. It stems from the third stereotype elaborated above. He uses the 
Gypsy image to justify his own compositional process (recycling and collage) 
and to claim that it is a “natural” process of transmission of cultural forms. 
Praising Gypsies who “steal” music in order to create new music, Bregović 
manages to interpret his compositional choices within the framework of 
tradition and authenticity. According to him, stealing from tradition is tradition; 
it is a traditional process of creating music. Declaring Gypsies as authentic 
validates his music as authentic; describing them as thieves (albeit in the spirit of 
tradition) legitimises his own compositional techniques. At the same time, as 
stated above, his career shows that this idealised image of folk musicians freely 
creating, exchanging and innovating music does not extend to the level of 
protecting his own authorship and copyrights. This is the core of controversies 
about Goran Bregović’s music – the contradiction of him posing as a musician 
deeply rooted in his tradition, and at the same time acting as a (post)modern 
composer, creator of an autonomous artwork. Mobilising the Gypsy discourse 
enables him to negotiate this paradox. 

Apart from the one instance mentioned above (of sharing segments of the 
Karmen score with the cyber community – although it is questionable how far-
reaching this gesture really was), Bregović is keen to claim and protect his 
authorship over the music he performs. This was evident from his negative 
reaction to the former members of The White Button’s intention to play their old 
hits long after the band was dismantled (and Bregović continued to reuse the 
same tunes in his international career). Bregović appearing as a sole author, 
interestingly, extends even to his larger productions (such as concerts and 
operas) that he composed with a number of assistants (according to his own 
words, up to five assistants per production).7  However, although readily 
acknowledged by him (who claims to be careful about not learning too much 
and cultivating his ignorance – Kovačević 2002, Grujić and Nikčević 2012), the 
names of these anonymous craftsmen and -women (who are all university 
trained composers) are rarely revealed and the only composer credited on 
Bregović’s releases is Bregović himself.8 
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40.00). [Accessed May 28 2013]. 

8 It has to be noted, however, that sometimes the composers involved preferred not to 
have their names appear on the CD sleeve, as they did not want their careers (of 
composers of high-art contemporary music) to be associated with popular music or 
musicians of such a controversial image, such as Bregović.  For this reason the 
involvement of composers Bregović cooperated with in his orchestral productions is not 
discussed in this study.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=stQQW61-pMM
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=stQQW61-pMM


As mentioned before, Bregović is regarded as the “connoisseur of Gypsy 
cultures.” He “deplores the rejection and discrimination of gypsies in France and 
England, as well as in Central and Eastern European countries. He would also 
like to see them receive more attention in Europe. For his nomadic peoples … 
Bregović demands both recognition and respect” (Neveux 2006 – emphasis 
added). Referring to “his nomadic peoples,” though, shows the inequality in the 
relationship between the musician and his collaborators, and instead reveals 
appropriation of Gypsies and their music by the composer. This passive role of 
Roma is emphasised by Malvinni, who states that in literature (and arts) they 
“do not appear for what they are in themselves, but rather, to exemplify 
whatever it is that author needs” (2004: 20). Van de Port reflects the same 
thoughts when he comments on Emir Kusturica’s appropriation of the Gypsy 
culture in his movies, and on their relationship as one of the “creator and his 
creation” (1998: 174). The Gypsy image is claimed by Bregović and his audience, 
who project their ideas of freedom (from constraints of modern life, from clear 
categories, freedom to be “out of tune”) onto that image. This identifying with 
Roma, labeled as ultimate Others yet attributed with positive stereotypes, 
reflects the Romani musicians’ role in “articulating the self” and the process of 
“reconciliation with the stranger inside” (van de Port 1999: 291, 302). Such 
domesticating of otherness is a consequence, in Kristeva’s (1991) words, of 
deconstructing the “stranger to ourselves” as the “stranger in ourselves.” 

The inclination of the audience toward performers marketed as Gypsy 
provides an incentive for artists like Bregović to continue to exploit these images. 
The positive stereotypes that are perpetuated by the composer and the music 
scene he belongs to do not change the fact that the Gypsy image is still 
constructed and imposed on the Roma themselves. Even if the group members 
accept this image for economic purposes (engaging, as stated previously, in 
impression management), within the Balkan music discourse Roma are mostly 
absent and silent, spoken for either by Western producers (see 2.3)9  or by 
curators, interpreters such as Bregović. This discourse (including Goran Bregović 
and his statements about his music) employs an essentialised Gypsy image 
where positive poles of binary stereotype pairs (freedom vs. drifting, innovators 
vs. thieves) are used to increase the music’s marketing value. The century-old 
paradigm of Roma appropriating and playing other groups’ music is reversed, 
as non-Roma appropriate the Gypsy image and assign their music with the 
Gypsy label in order to make it more appealing to the audience. 
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5.3. Flirting with Western Expectations10 

This section picks up on the discussion about the ways the Balkans as a 
place is imagined and materialised in Bregović’s music. It reflects back on the 
issues (elaborated in Chapter 2) of place as a social construct, imprinted and 
projected into the empirical world from imagined geographies (Soja 1996: 78-79). 
It follows the trail of studies such as Stokes 1997a and Slobin 1996 that 
emphasise the importance of music’s spatiality, which is of crucial relevance for 
world music. This section explores Bregović’s music as it migrates to reach new 
audiences and interacts with these audiences’ expectations. 

In more than one way, Bregović’s music and its appeal in the world music 
market is comparable with case studies such as the one described by Eisentraut, 
where a musical style (samba) was picked and reinvented by a community who 
had no previous familiarity with that style. At the outset of his article, he 
wonders 

Is it in fact possible that social relationships and ideologies are encoded in musical 
styles and can be decoded reliably by an entirely different set of people? Or, on the 
other hand, do the adopting parties ascribe meanings to their chosen style in a 
way that bears no relationship to the originating culture? If meaning is merely 
associational, the adopted form could be used as a tabula rasa to represent any 
desired set of values (2001: 85-86). 

However, as the forthcoming discussion shows, Bregović’s music is not 
projected as a tabula rasa; it is not marketed as music free from any contextual 
association – not for his international listeners, let alone his intraregional (ex-
Yugoslav) audiences. Instead, as argued below, his music is contextualised 
within a framework generated on the one hand by the notion of the stereotypical 
Balkans constructed by Bregović himself (see 5.1), and on the other hand, by 
already existing assumptions about the way the music depicting (representing, 
or standing for) this particular Elsewhere should and does sound. In its 
approach, this section follows Kramer’s concept of potential/virtual meaning 
which results from (instead of precedes) the process of interpretation, in order to 
“suggest how the work may have operated in, with, on, and against the life of its 
culture. Approached in this way, the work ... becomes a relay in an open process 
of material and symbolic exchange” (2002: 20). As such, meaning is constructed, 
rather than revealed, in the act of interpretation. 
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5.3.1. Exotic Markers of Balkanness

The discussion about different ways one hears the Hijaz/Phrygian vs. 
harmonic minor scale (see 4.3.1) clearly shows discrepancies in music perception 
by different listeners. It also shows that any analytical position is prone to a set 
of limitations when it comes to determining even the basic musical features of a 
certain style, let alone broader questions of its meaning and emotional impact on 
any particular audience. In the case of Bregović’s music, as discussed in Chapter 
1, close insight into his complete oeuvre (including his early rock phase) is not 
necessarily more relevant or more informative for analysing his current 
performances. While on the one hand it allows for a comparative analysis of 
Balkan music features (as carried out in 4.3), on the other hand it hinders the 
listener from experiencing Bregović’s music as his international audience does – 
generally unaware of the particular sources of his recycled music, and aware 
only of their derived versions. Indeed, it might be argued that his international 
audience responds to a sound that is at best vaguely familiar due to repeated 
instances of earlier recyclings. 

This section follows extensive research carried out within historical 
musicology about musical exoticism. In spite of Taylor’s warning about the 
complexity and vagueness of this term (2007: 209), nevertheless it can be argued 
that (accompanied by its narrower counterpart, musical orientalism) it can still 
bear explicative value when it comes to the ways composers were (and are) 
using musical means to represent the Other. Locke emphasises a surviving 
significance of musical exoticisms in commercialised music (2009: 299), and 
acknowledges the applicability of this methodological concept to other genres 
(such as popular/world music).

Musical exoticism – which for the purposes of this text will be regarded as 
synonymous to musical orientalism – is defined in different ways in classical 
music research. Focusing more or less on strictly musical features of a given 
style, some authors see it as a process of translation of a musical style to another 
context (Hunter 1998: 48). Taylor broadens its meaning to include all possible 
“manifestations of an awareness of racial, ethnic, and cultural Others captured in 
sound” (2007: 2). He also provides a detailed history of the practice of depicting 
Others’ musics, which started to proliferate in the colonial period, when the 
Western world had become exposed to the wealth of cultures from the rest of the 
world, and which stretches all the way to present-day world music. 

Most of the authors acknowledge the constructed (invented) nature of 
musical exoticisms (Locke 2008: 336-337). Discussing the so-called Gypsy style, 
Bellman states that “[w]hat fueled its popularity and further defined its 
significance in contemporary culture was what it was imagined to be, not necessarily 
what it was, and what the Gypsies were presumed to be, not what they 
were” (1993: 22 – emphasis added; Loya 2008; see also previous section). 
Similarly, one of the premises of Hunter’s article on the alla Turca is that this style 
“has more to do with European interests than with anything intrinsic to the 
Turks or Turkish music” (1998: 43-44). As discussed at length within postcolonial 
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studies, the objectified Other is used by the Self to project its own ideas of 
alienness, rather than to reflect any actual quality of that Other. Exotic music of 
the previous centuries was thus intended to represent, not to be accurate or 
artistic (i.e. beautiful or profound). Over time, it conformed to the rules of mass 
culture which reflected the status of the Other as an object to be consumed 
(Taylor 2007: 90, 94). Writing about Mozart’s operas, Hammond states that the 
composer intended to depict “the East in opera, purely to entertain his Western 
audience, rather than attempting any objective ‘truth’” (2006: 8). Likewise, Scott 
emphasises that the very purpose of exotic music is “not to imitate but to 
represent,” and that what it represents is not the Other but our own fantasies 
about the Other (1998: 326). 

One of the most comprehensive definitions of exoticism comes from Locke 
(2008, 2009), who defines it as “the process of evoking a place, people, social 
milieu that is perceived as different from home by the people who created the 
exoticist cultural product and by the people who receive it” (2008: 357-358, 
emphasis in original). However, this definition contains a crucial premise: focus 
on places “different from home” in relation to the creators of the exotic product. 
This caveat hinders Locke’s definition from being applied to cases such as 
Bregović, who (as discussed already) exoticises music from his own background 
and targets it at worldwide audiences. Other authors have dealt with the same 
issue, which is arguably easier to tackle when it comes to studies of music made 
and performed in the pre-globalised world. Such attempts include the 
distinction between exoticism and “folklorism” (Bellman 1998a; Locke 2009: 
27-28) which is defined as the “use of folk material from the home culture to evoke 
a national sound or sensibility” (Bellman 1998a: IX, emphasis added). The 
questionable definition of the “folk material” aside, this distinction is 
problematic (especially when applied to today’s music) for its disregard of 
numerous environments where a music piece can be played after it was 
composed. Even if created with a folklorist goal (intended for “evoking a 
national sound”), a music piece can (and often does) acquire entirely new 
(exoticised) meanings as it reaches new audiences. In Loya’s succinct phrase, one 
must not forget “who is representing what to whom” (2008: 280), which shifts the 
attention to processes of reception rather than inception. 

Consequently, although Bregović’s music stems from his “own” culture 
(even if he declares his distance from any current derivation of that culture) and 
was perhaps initially created as folkloristic (in the period of tapping into 
traditional sources to evoke a Yugoslav sound and to enhance the reception of 
The White Button’s rock tunes – see 3.1), it generates a new set of associations as 
an exotic commodity par excellence when performed in front of Western 
European audiences. This problem is not new in world music studies. For 
instance, in his research on Bulgarian chalga, Kurkela (2007) faces similar 
difficulties in analysing its Oriental features, but fails to consider the issues of 
representation and human agency in creating the “Oriental” label, and also not 
reflecting on its constructed nature (not problematising the label assigned to 
chalga by his Bulgarian interlocutors). 
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This section employs the discussion on musical orientalisms (exoticisms), 
stretching it to encompass an artist who is considered to be a “native” speaker of 
local musical tongues. In the majority of literature on this subject, “native” artists 
are placed in a related category of “auto-exoticism” or “self-exoticism.” Locke 
offers a more useful distinction between music that reflects another culture’s 
music and the one that portrays the other culture itself (2009: 10), which mirrors 
Parakilas and his thoughts about distinguishing “Spanish music from music 
about Spain” or “a nation’s folk music and the music chosen, often from abroad, 
to represent that nation” (1998: 138, 159). Although aware of its problematic 
nature, Locke stresses the “will to represent” or “will to evoke” as a deciding 
factor between exotic pieces and those that are merely written in a foreign style 
(2009: 74). Applied to Bregović’s music and the international audience as his 
main target group, this distinction indeed reveals the intention to represent his 
constructed, invented Balkans (see 5.1) instead of reviving any (current or past) 
Balkan music practices. Interestingly, and unlike many other compositions that 
are created for a specific context, his music is not composed with this 
representative purpose in mind; rather, the existing music was re-coded into 
having this new  exoticised function. 

Furthermore, in this study Goran Bregović is not regarded as a clear 
representative of the margin; instead, the methodology used to discuss exoticism 
is applied as if the author were an outsider to this particular local music. This 
approach offers an insight into his role of an interpreter, which arguably 
contributes to his popularity in the international market. The main 
methodological premise for applying the theoretical explorations related to 
musical exoticism is that Bregović’s double role (of the Other but at the same 
time the curator/interpreter of Balkan music to his audiences) puts him in a 
similar position to that of a (Western) composer who musically depicts an 
unfamiliar place to his or her listeners. However, unlike many other composers 
of exotic musical works, he also claims to belong  to the culture he invents for his 
audience, which simultaneously authenticates his actions while enabling him to 
retain the curatorial role. Curatorship has acquired an important role in world 
music marketing, with the role of interpreting the unfamiliar product to the 
consumer (Taylor 2007: 206-207). The role of a mediator, in Taylor’s view, enables 
the listeners to engage with the music that is “safe to like” because it is mediated 
by a native, as a kind of a tour guide in a nonthreatening aural tourism (ibid: 
131, 142-143). Bregović merges his curatorial role with the authority and 
legitimacy intrinsic to “natives” when representing their heritage.11  This 
arguably even strengthens the exoticist message, by affording it an additional 
layer of authenticity. 

When it comes to accuracy in representing otherness in classical music, 
some scholars have stressed the “necessary translation to make [the Other’s 
music] comprehensible to Western ears,” which can render that music even more 
distant from actual music practices (Hammond 2006: 16; see also Hunter 1998: 
48, and Locke 1991: 261 about music being “uprooted and transplanted”). As a 
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result, this translated, migrating music is adjusted to its new representative 
purpose, in order not to sound too unfamiliar to the listeners. Or rather, the 
Other’s music should sound unfamiliar enough to be regarded as exotic, but 
familiar enough to be understandable (Locke 2008: 353). For instance, microtonal 
inflections in many Middle-Eastern scales would be lost on many Western 
listeners; on the other hand, Hijaz microtonal intervals adjusted (translated) to 
the tempered scale build into the allure of the augmented second, making it an 
instant signal of foreignness. Importantly, these signals are developed in reference 
to Western music, in order to sound different (cf. Locke 1991: 267; Bellman 1993: 
41-42).12 

As Locke argues in another article, “many of [the] musical and extra-
musical materials were selected for use by the composer precisely because 
listeners perceived them as representing or relating to that other region or group, 
a region understood as being different from ‘one’s own’” (2008: 354 – emphasis 
in original). In his larger study on exoticism he underlines the irrelevance (for 
exoticism) of whether the music corresponds to the actual music practices from 
the place that is being represented. Bellman agrees that exoticism is not about 
ethnomusicological verisimilitude, and states that “[t]he exotic equation is a 
balance of familiar and unfamiliar; just enough ‘there’ to spice the ‘here’ ... The 
listener is intrigued, hears something new and savory, but is not aurally 
destabilized enough to feel uncomfortable” (1998a: XII-XIII). In his study on 
exoticism, Taylor goes a step further in claiming that today’s exotic music 
transcends exotic musical features; in other words, music that is branded and 
marketed as exotic in today’s world music market need not be musically exotic 
(i.e. unfamiliar to the audience) at all (2007: 167). 

Nevertheless, it is interesting to note that many of the labels of otherness 
established in classical music (for an exhaustive list, see Locke 2009: 51-54) are 
mirrored in Bregović’s music. Of course, any of these labels – or clues (ibid: 3), or 
gestures (Bellman 1993: 117), or tokens (Meintjes 1990: 45) – taken separately do 
not necessarily refer to a foreign music style. Bellman proposes the simultaneous 
existence of at least three co-occurring gestures in order to qualify a music 
excerpt as having exotic features (1993: 117). Some of these gestures, already 
discussed in 4.3 and frequently employed by Bregović, are: 

– deliberately unfamiliar (or nonsense, or invented) language which, in Taylor’s 
words, is “a technique that has been used for centuries in the West to depict 
Others” (2007: 185; see also ibid: 191 about the sound, freed from the distraction 
of lyrics, that is “universal and timeless”). This in turn relates to the image of the 
Barbarians, discussed in 2.1.1; 
– music which is slightly (inadvertently or not) “out of tune” (which can 
arguably be related to the irrational and unfamiliar aspects of the foreign music, 
such is the case with the perceived lack of harmonic thinking in alla Turca style 
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which was supposed to depict the “incoherence that Westerners attributed to 
Turkish music” – Locke 2007: 491);13 
– syncopated rhythms and additive meters (such as the čoček rhythm); 
– metric instability (also commented upon by Taylor 2007: 56); diverse additive 
metres as well as instances such as the replacement of the upbeat and downbeat 
when Habanera became Lamour (see 4.3.3); 
– the ubiquitous augmented second (often within a Hijaz-type scale) – not 
surprisingly, used to connote “Gypsy” in classical music (Scott 1998: 312; 
Malvinni 2004: 116, 153; Locke 2009: 55). This feature is often emphasised as one 
of the basic labels of otherness: Locke refers to it as “one of Western music’s most 
unmistakable markers of Easternness, Spanishness, and Gypsyness” (ibid: 162); 
Bellman calls it a “highly colored, exotic effect” loved by the audience; he also 
states that “to the popular mind the augmented second represents the essence of 
Gypsy melody ... it remains associated with the idea of Gypsy 
performances” (1993: 120-121). This category also includes other scales that 
differ from major/minor structures, which might arguably refer less to the actual 
tonal structures in the Balkans, and more to the “wrong-note exoticism” that 
serves to distinguish exotic music from Western idioms (Hammond 2006: 5).14

Essays on musical exoticism mostly deal with strictly musical features: 
“musical markers of Otherness” (Locke 2007: 485) or “exotic musical 
gestures” (Bellman 1993: 47). Many of them develop extended lexicons of 
stylistic devices (e.g. Scott 1998: 327), however Locke also introduces the “All the 
Music in Full Context” paradigm, by which he argues for giving consideration to 
“how the composer’s and listener’s perception of style was or is affected by 
factors outside the notes” (Locke 2007: 485 – emphasis added; cf. Locke 2009). 
Apart from drawing attention to the extra-musical components of the music 
experience (discussed in the following section), this concept helps explain some 
of the features of Bregović’s music such as deliberate playing out of tune, or 
rhythmic participatory discrepancies (Keil 1995) which may, but also may not, 
have anything to do with actual music practices in the Balkans. In fact, 
comparison of releases from the beginning of his international career with the 
more recent ones – for instance, example 1997 Tis Agapis Sou to Risko.mp3 with 
its arrangement from the Alkohol release, example 2008 Tis agapis sou to 
risko.mp3 (differences between studio and live recording notwithstanding) – 
shows that his music has moved away from a cleaner, neater sound, towards 
another aesthetic idiom, arguably confirming the image of the blurry Balkans. 

Nevertheless, the importance of musical codes of foreignness should not 
be entirely neglected in favour of the full musical context. It can be argued that 
the exotic vocabulary developed within classical music has exposed the audience 
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to a specific set of exotic signifiers (which Locke refers to even more precisely as 
“standardized indicators of place” – 2009: 128). These indicators operate as 
background information for the listeners when it comes to experiencing new 
styles. Or, in Scott’s words, “representations rely upon culturally learned 
recognition;” they deal with Orientalist devices which function as instant 
markers of cultural difference (1998: 326-327). The importance of already 
established labels of foreignness is emphasised by Scott from the outset of his 
article, where he refers to the mutually interchangeable “Orientalist musical 
codes” and claims that “Orientalist styles have related to previous Orientalist 
styles rather than to Eastern ethnic practices ... One might ask if it is necessary to 
know anything about Eastern musical practices; for the most part, it seems that 
only a knowledge of Orientalist signifiers is required” (ibid: 309-310; emphasis in 
original). These musical codes have over time become “standardized, encoded 
enough to be identifiable by listeners ... other situations can be evoked by 
referring to specific musical pieces and styles that listeners have been trained to 
associate with them” (Locke 2008: 349 – emphasis added). 

Within the broad palette of exotic “musical dialects” (Bellman 1993) used 
in Western art music to depict the Other, Bregović’s music can broadly be related 
to two well-known exotic styles: “Turkish” and “Gypsy” style (Bellman 1993; 
Malvinni 2004). Of course, this relationship can be explained by both styles’ 
historical origins going back to the Balkan region; but the extensive use of these 
styles in the last centuries of Western music should not be underestimated. Most 
importantly for this discussion, the audience’s previous exposure to these styles 
through classical music has arguably made them sensitive to the usage of 
specific musical features as symbols of Otherness. Indeed, due to centuries of the 
Ottoman threat to (Western) European territories, Taylor calls the alla Turca style 
“the all-purpose ‘exotic’ music, and Turks the default foreign Others” (2007: 50). 
Discussing both styles, Bellman refers to Turkish style as “the first ‘standardized’ 
tongue of exoticism ... the first codified expression of the strange and exotic 
[that] made musical reference ... through caricature and stereotype” (1993: 24). 
When it comes to style Hongrois (Hungarian Gypsy style), he stresses its 
importance due to its ability to “express a depth of emotion that could not be 
articulated in formal Western music” (ibid: front cover sleeve), which strongly 
resonates with some of the Gypsy stereotypes discussed in the previous section 
(see also Bellman 1998b: 79-80 and Malvinni 2004: 47 on Gypsies as naturally 
gifted musicians). Another similarity to Bregović’s music is the constructedness 
of these styles, their fictitious, invented nature being an important element of 
exoticism according to Locke (2008: 343). Closely related, alla Turca and style 
Hongrois were created as much through the Western imagination, as through 
actual music: 

[Style Hongrois] differed from the Turkish style in that the [latter] style had not 
been heard by the musicians “imitating” it and so was largely synthesized,  but 
Hungarian Gypsies could easily be heard in person. What was incomplete was 
both awareness of the music’s origins and any real understanding of the people 
performing it (Bellman 1998b: 14 – emphasis added). 
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Following the development of style Hongrois over the centuries, Bellman 
adds that starting from the late 19th century, it has lost its appeal and become 
old and familiar, “paled by time and repetition ... the Gypsy idiom was 
gradually becoming a series of tired clichés rather than a vibrant musical 
dialect.” Later in the 20th century, it becomes even more sanitised and tame, “a 
wholly prescribed and inoffensive exoticism” (ibid: 215, 217). Still, it is difficult 
not to notice the link between this significant feature of the Gypsy style quoted 
above and Bregović’s statements which  translate the same ideas into the world 
music realm and resurrect the same emotional impact of his music, the appeal of 
which he attributes to his Roma brass players. In his chapter on Roma 
stereotypes, Bellman reiterates many of the issues discussed in the previous 
section, and the allure that is woven across the centuries around the figure of the 
Gypsy musician: “Part savage, part universal Other, part reminiscence of an 
idealized, strife-free past, they represented a whole range of ideas and emotions 
considered inappropriate, if not dangerous, to European society” (ibid: 69). In 
fact, Bregović hints at the possibility that his music has kept the virility and 
vibrance that the earlier Gypsy styles have lost; in several instances he refers 
derogatorily to these other styles as restaurant music, which is a performing 
context that he relates to their “death.”15

When it comes to Bregović’s music, as mentioned before, many of its 
musical features can be related to these two styles. In addition, there are two 
important idioms (already discussed in 4.3) which relatively recently became 
part of the international exotic vocabulary. One is female heterophonic singing, 
usually referred to as “Bulgarian” singing (Slobin 1993: 20, Taylor 2007: 186, 
Locke 2009: 277, 308), which entered the international music scene with the 
performances by the Bulgarian State Choir in the 1960s and 1970s (Buchanan 
1997). The other is even more recent: brass music which was introduced to 
Western markets mainly by Romanian brass ensembles released by Western 
producers (see Szeman 2009) and Bregović himself (accompanying Kusturica’s 
movies – see 3.2 and Timotijević 2005). A “Gypsy” brass section and “Bulgarian” 
backing vocals appear in the majority of Bregović’s recent tunes; they are the 
backbone of his Wedding and Funeral Band (see 3.4), making it the core of his 
stereotypical, invented Balkans (see 5.1).
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Bregović’s reference to Gypsy brass players and Bulgarian singers, as well 
as his usage of centuries-old musical labels of otherness, trigger a learned 
response with his international audiences, who (through exposure to repeated 
usage of these labels in other circumstances) have got used to expecting what 
exotic music should sound like. This mechanism works on a loop: the more the 
audience hears the expected labels of Balkanness, the better they will accept such 
music, and consequently the more musicians who play music labelled as Balkan 
will (feel they have to) conform to these expectations in order to succeed. 

5.3.2. Musical Meaning and the Listener’s Interpretive Moves

The notion of codes being recognised by the audience (although not 
necessarily every audience) as labels of Elsewhereness enables broadening of the 
previous discussion. Instead of stating that the same music is differently perceived 
by different listeners, the consequent step is to posit that the same music can (as 
it obviously does) mean different things to different listeners. This state of 
polysemy (Nercessian 2002) in turn relates to the ongoing discussion (in 
academic literature) about musical meaning. The search for the theory of musical 
meaning reflects the intangibility of the musical meaning itself: just as a music 
piece can mean so many different things to different listeners, the discovery of 
musical meaning “seems to involve the complicity of the seeker’s personality ... 
Hence musical signification is emergent, contingent on researchers and their 
methods” (Pearsall and Almén 2006: 2). According to Cross and Tolbert, the 
same applies to perspectives coming from different disciplines, resulting from 
polyvalence of musical meaning; they conclude that “[t]he issue of musical 
meaning is unlikely to be accounted for by one generically applicable theory and 
is unlikely to be amenable to scientific exploration by any one method” (2008: 
13). Generally, numerous studies from diverse disciplines (from cognitive 
psychology to sociology to ethnomusicology) pose different – yet related – 
questions. Some researchers address the question of nature and locus of musical 
meaning, whereas others explore the mechanisms of music acquiring meaning. 

Many studies on musical meaning (for an overview of the most prominent 
theories see Cross and Tolbert 2008) start from the general debate about whether 
music is, and can be analysed as text (or, in other words, does it possess/
generate/convey referential meaning). The various cross-disciplinary 
approaches sometimes offer incompatible views, as “each discipline tends to 
propagate ideas of musical meaning that tend to lack the robustness to survive 
outside its borders” (ibid: 12). Scholars usually position themselves along the 
continuum connecting “music as text” and “music as context” as two extremes. 
The claim that music’s meaning is embodied in the “music itself” or, in other 
words, sound or rather notation (which is, for many, the preferred locus of 
analysis), brings the discussion closer toward literary criticism and semiotics 
(e.g. in the work of Nattiez; see also Turino 1999). This approach, applied in 
many essays written within historical musicology, often focuses on music as an 
aesthetic object, on a quest to reveal its universal qualities (or a lack thereof). It 
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studies melody as the main locus of meaning, although rhythm, timbre and 
other musical components are also considered as theoretically capable of 
communicating meaning (Pearsall and Almén 2006: 4). Incidentally, this case 
study – the music of Goran Bregović – allows for a broader view on the 
importance of melody. Often rearranged from an earlier version (keeping the 
melody intact but changing other music parameters), this music nevertheless 
allows for generating different meanings by his different audiences, hence 
destabilising the view on melody as the primary locus of musical meaning. 

Claiming, on the other hand, that music’s meaning is contingent, never 
fixed and perpetually reconstructed belongs to the opposite opinion, often 
coming from the field of ethnomusicology (e.g. DeNora 1986, Clayton 2001; see 
also Nercessian 2002: 72). For instance, Koopman and Davies claim that “the 
differences between intramusical relationships and referential ones are so 
fundamental that it is misleading to ‘explain’ formal musical meaning in terms 
of linguistic or semiological notions” (2001: 263). Similarly, Davies criticises the 
inclination to theorise musical meaning using language: “Theories that rely 
heavily on the comparison between music and language in discussing what 
music means and how it gets its meaning are ... empty of explanatory power. 
Because superficial similarities mask crucial differences, it may be more 
misleading than helpful to emphasize the analogies between the two” (1994: 48). 

Finally, there are views that bring together the two confronted sides of the 
issue. Musical meaning can (and does) depend on both text and context. 
Koopman and Davies state that “although it is response dependent, [musical 
meaning] is an objective property of the music. ... A work embodies a certain 
blueprint for coherent experience” (2001: 265). DeNora also brings together 
semiotics and the theory of musical meaning, advocating the link between music 
and live speech (rather than written text or formal speech), which is in practice 
much less referential (1986: 88). 

Other authors have likewise corroborated the idea of musical meaning 
depending on both text and context. Cook states that “there is in principle no 
reason why musical meaning cannot be at the same time both culturally 
constructed and conditioned by formal structure” (2001: 177). He criticises the 
approaches stemming from literary studies which equalise music with language, 
and instead compares music to material culture (ibid: 177-181). He claims that 
music acquires meaning through social construction, but social constructedness 
of meaning does not in turn result in the claim that any meaning can be 
arbitrarily attributed to any cultural product: 

[A]ny pot or picture has an indefinite, though not infinite, number of physical 
attributes, and each society makes its own selection from and interpretation of 
those attributes. ...  The meaning that the object acquires within a particular culture 
is thus supported by – and at the same time helps to stabilize – the specific 
selection of attributes which that culture has made; it helps to make the object 
what it is for that culture. In this way, while meaning is socially constructed, it is 
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both enabled and constrained by the available attributes of the object (ibid: 
178-179; emphasis in original).

In other words, Cook states that meaning is not entirely independent from 
text; rather the “musical units” (harmonies, phrases, scales) limit the range of 
possible meanings: “like physical objects, the material traces of music support a 
range of possible meanings ... they can be thought of as bundles comprised of an 
indefinite number of attributes from which different selections will be made 
within different cultural traditions, or on different occasions of 
interpretation” (ibid: 179). Turino likewise finds a way to apply semiotic theory, 
but acknowledging at the same time the importance of the performative context. 
In his article which applies Peircian semiotic theory to music, he foresees what 
he refers to as semantic snowballing: continuous acquiring of “new layers of 
meaning while potentially also carrying along former associations” (1999: 235). 
Using Turino’s terminology (adopted from Peirce), Bregović’s compositional 
actions can be regarded as creating new meanings by re-indexing his previously 
composed music for his new audiences, with the existing Balkan icons being 
reassigned to his music. The co-occurrence of musical and extra-musical indices 
allows for creating a new, synthesised unit, or in this case Bregović’s invented 
Balkans. Indeed, Turino reminds us, this mechanism has an increased value for 
diasporic and other migrating communities: they “blend indices from the 
original home, the new home, and from members of the same diaspora 
elsewhere to create new composite signs to articulate who they are” (ibid: 
245-246).

As discussed before, the meaning of Bregović’s music is partly based on 
his audiences’ differential awareness of its earlier versions. This awareness – of 
music’s intertextual connections (see 4.2) – is also discussed by Pearsall and 
Almén, who write that the “earlier variants influence and concretize the possible 
range of new, strategically emergent meanings” (2006: 7). This view resonates 
with scholars such as Burkholder, who states that we always hear music in the 
context of all other musics (2006: 82-83). Kramer describes this ongoing re-
articulation of earlier versions – typical for marginal(ised) groups – as a tool in 
reinterpreting one own’s past: “a way to symbolically take control of one’s own 
history.” In those cases the music projects its meanings to the extramusical, 
carrying traces of its earlier transcriptions (2002: 247). Middleton repeats the 
importance of re-articulation for marginalised groups, and explores the 
mechanism of how quoting brings about new meanings: 

musical units are assemblages of elements from a variety of sources, each with a 
variety of histories and connotation-clusters; and these assemblages can, in 
appropriate circumstances, be prised open, the elements re-articulated in different 
context. Sometimes internal contradictions are obvious, as when parody (in the 
widest sense of the term) is used (1985: 13). 
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The same mechanism is noted by Malvinni who distinguishes between 
positive and negative appropriation, the latter resulting in parody or a musical 
satire (2004: 145). However, over time and increasing dislocation from the 
original context, this satirical construct can acquire other, more  neutral or even 
positive meanings. This especially seems to apply to Bregović’s stereotypical 
Balkans, which is often seen as parodic and even derogatory by his ex-Yugoslav 
listeners, but at the same time praised by his international audiences (who are 
unaware of his music’s earlier versions) as positive representation of the region.

The two-level genre migration from rock via film to world music – but also 
migration from traditional music, via commodified music intended for domestic 
(ex-Yugoslav) markets, to that same music being used to reinvent and represent 
the Balkans in Bregović’s international performances – reveals the process of 
shifting meanings together with changing audiences and circumstances of 
performance. This polyvalence of the same music with different audiences 
contradicts the idea of any particular meaning being embedded in a music piece 
by the composer or even the performer, and then that meaning residing in the 
music being available for the listener to decipher. Even if a piece is conceived 
with a specific meaning in mind, there is a non-isomorphism between the coded, 
conveyed and interpreted message (Feld 1984: 3). Instead, music’s meaning is  
negotiated (re-established) in each performance, and it crucially depends on the 
active participation (engagement) of the listener or, to use Feld’s term, the 
listener’s interpretive moves: 

One engages and places an item or event in meaningful social space through 
ongoing interpretive moves. Again, these moves don't fix or freeze a single 
meaning; meaning is emergent and changeable in relation to the ways the moves 
are unravelled within situated constraints on the speakers (ibid: 14). 

Feld emphasises the role of the listener as an active consumer rather than a 
passive perceiver; this perspective opposes the usual position taken in academic 
musicological literature, which  generally focuses on the roles of the composer, 
performer or music analyst. The active role of the listener is likewise underlined 
by Clayton, who states that “we do not passively perceive and subsequently 
decode sonic information, so much as actively scan sound energy for patterns of 
which we can make sense” (2001:11). In Bal’s concise statement, “no text yields 
meaning outside of the social world and cultural makeup of the reader” (2002: 
8). This is in accordance with DeNora’s assertion that meaning “is not received 
but is achieved, the product of interactive work.” She describes the mechanism 
of construction of musical meaning in the following way: 

[The] meaning is assigned through an enacted process. So, for example, a musical 
utterance takes on meaning because an individual or group adheres to a 
constitutive rule which constructs a sort of aura of significance around that 
utterance (DeNora 1986: 89-90).
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Similar to Feld, DeNora’s view steers away from the direct one-to-one 
correspondence between the meanings communicated by the composer/
performer on the one side and those perceived by the listener on the other. It also 
explains the role of discursive elements of Bregović’s invented, constructed 
Balkans: their function is to enable the listeners to attribute the aura of 
significance to his music. This aura is equally corroborated by the appeal of the 
performer (Bregović as well as his exoticised Gypsies/Bulgarians), whose 
participatory discrepancies (Keil 1995) – deliberate playing ‘out of tune,’ singing 
in ways that contradict the aesthetic idioms of Western art and pop music – 
contribute to the immediacy of the listening experience. 

The abandoning of the idea of transmission of embedded musical meaning 
in consequence also abandons the necessity of the listener being initiated 
(familiarised) in/with the music, in order to “accurately” understand it. 
Although underlining the listener’s role, Burkholder’s (2006) model of 
associative meaning, contingent on the listener’s familiarity with the music, 
bears little explicative value for cases such as Bregović’s music, which shows 
that even if listeners are (at best) superficially familiar with specific music, it can 
nevertheless mean something to them. In other words, unlike Burkholder, or 
Koopman and Davies who call for an “adequate understanding” of the music in 
question as a prerequisite for grasping its meaning (2001: 266), this study shows 
that an understanding – even if it is based on an utter misunderstanding – is 
quite capable of providing a basis for generating and communicating coherent 
musical meanings. This is evidenced by the enthusiastic reception and 
worldwide popularity of Bregović’s music which implies that his music is 
perceived by his transnational audiences as (socially, culturally, musically) 
meaningful. 

Indeed, Clayton reminds us that there is not a single definite right musical 
meaning; rather, “whatever people can make sense of in music is its 
meaning” (2001: 12 – emphasis in original). This important insight is backed by 
Rice, who likewise emphasises the multiplicity of the musical meaning and the 
role of the listener-as-interpreter:

[E]veryone who comes in contact with a given piece or performance gets to assign 
a meaning or meanings to it. ...  Though listeners and subsequent performers of it 
may want, as a matter of curiosity, to divine its meaning in relation to its author's 
intentions, they are under no obligation to do so. They may prefer to assign their 
own meanings to it (2001: 34). 

As another important theoretical node, many authors discuss framing or 
contextualising as crucial for assigning meaning to music (Feld 1984: 12-13; 
Middleton 1985: 39; Kramer 2002: 163-164; Locke 2009: 45; see also Bal 2002: 155 
on the significance of recognition for the ability to perceive). DeNora states that 
framing is a “crucial constitutive tool of meaning construction,” and describes 
“contextualization cues” that are intended to frame the music and enable 
construction of a particular meaning (1986: 91-92), whereas Middleton discusses 
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fixing meaning as crucially dependent on the extra-musical (visual, discursive) 
components of the musical experience (1985: 41; see also Born and 
Hesmondhalgh 2000: 46). It follows that any specific meaning the music might 
convey is realised – articulated – only in a particular context of a particular 
performance, for a particular audience. The same view is elaborated by Cook, 
who states that “as constructed in performance, then, meaning is emergent: it is 
not reproduced in but created through the act of performance” (2001: 179):

But it is central to my argument that music never is ‘alone,’ that it is always 
received in a discursive context, and that it is through the interaction of music and 
interpreted, text and context, that meaning is constructed, as a result of which the 
meaning attributed to any given material trace will vary according to the 
circumstances of its reception. In this way it is wrong to speak of music having 
particular meanings;  rather it has the potential for specific meanings to emerge 
under specific circumstances (ibid: 180 – emphasis in original). 

The mechanism of fixing musical meaning especially relates to the process 
of quoting stated above. Cook describes the importance of juxtapositional 
relationships – between a music excerpt and the context it is placed in – in 
ascribing new meanings. Both for the listeners who are aware of the borrowed 
excerpts in the music, as well as for those who are but vaguely familiar with its 
sound, all layers of previous meanings are reactivated in the new context, and 
the new environment enables potential new sets of meanings to emerge: “Each 
element of a collage, in other words, works on the others so as to release 
previously hidden or overlooked meanings within each element ... and, in 
combination, to generate new, emergent meaning: each element transforms 
others and is itself transformed” (Cook 2006: 119). 

In conclusion, it should be reiterated that Bregović’s recent releases were 
created primarily with Western European audiences as a target group, and 
especially with their preconceptions about this music in mind. The 
interconnectedness of musical and non-musical labels of Balkanness explains the 
resilience of Balkan stereotypes, which are more likely to be perpetuated within 
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a coherent system of representations.16 In another context, Said referred to the 
same resilience as strategic formation, “a way in which groups of texts, types of 
texts, even textual genres, acquire mass, density, and referential power among 
themselves ... The ensemble of relationships between works, audiences, and 
some particular aspects of the Orient therefore constitutes an analyzable 
formation” (2003 [1978]: 20).

The dialectical, mutually defining relationship between Balkan music and 
the discourse about the Balkans naturally complements the discussion on 
framing/contextualisation (DeNora 1986: 91-92) that is seen as necessary for 
generating musical meaning, elaborated above. In his work on musical 
exoticism, Locke similarly underlines the importance of non-musical elements in 
the construction of musical meaning, which he refers to as visual and verbal aids 
(2008: 353). Although mainly focusing on opera, his conclusions about the 
mechanism of conjoining music with visual/discursive images into a mutually 
supportive contextual framework are valid for other genres including world 
music (Locke 2009: 63). 

Kramer writes about a semantic loop between the music itself and its 
extra-musical component: “musical meaning in mixed media is experienced in 
inverted form; it runs on a loop. The music seems to emit a meaning that it 
actually returns, and what it returns, it enriches and transforms” (2002: 153). 
This is how Bregović’s music can be (and mean) different things to different 
listeners (intraregionally as well as worldwide). For his international listeners, 
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16 This issue raises another opportunity to apply the memetic paradigm (see 4.4), namely 
the idea of memeplex – coadapted meme complex (see 1.2). This concept relates to many 
of the statements on stereotypes, exoticism and musical meaning discussed above, due to 
its emphasis on the impact of the (memetic) environment, which is decisive for any 
meme’s success;  in this case, the environment is constituted by the extra-musical context 
which is of crucial importance for contextualising Bregović’s music within his invented 
Balkans. To reiterate Distin, “In order to be accepted, an idea has (usually) to be 
compatible with those already in existence – which means that selection will favour 
memes that are capable of exploiting the current cultural environment” (2005: 59). Taking 
the meme’s eye-view (which is one of the basic tenets of memetics – see 1.2) shows that 
this music thrives in the presence of already existing assumptions (notions, stereotypes, 
memes) about the Balkans and what Balkan music should sound like.  Memetic theory 
predicts that contextualising this music within the Balkan memeplex increases its appeal 
with the hosts (listeners), and therefore increases the chance of the whole memeplex of 
being replicated. 
By acting as a meme vessel, Bregović has spread his successful memes into other meme 
pools, where they proliferated as parts of the larger Balkan memeplex. In the process, 
international meme pool becomes saturated with a high number of mutually 
interchangeable memes. In response to his diverse environments and multiple 
soundscapes the composer was (and is) immersed in, slightly different mutations of his 
tunes emerged in order to adjust to different markets. At the same time, these 
soundscapes (generating the memetic environment for Bregović’s tunes) enter in a 
dynamic exchange with his music, acting as a source of inspiration for others exposed to 
the same meme pool, and influence the mechanism of selection and propagation of 
certain memes at the expense of other ones.



his music is iconic of their preconceptions about the region, where particular 
musical traits correspond to already existing labels of foreignness (such as 
specific scales or instruments that through repeated usage are coded to mean a 
certain thing to a certain group of listeners). This mechanism works in both 
directions: Bregović’s music creates the soundscape for the (extra-musical) labels 
of Balkanness; at the same time, through juxtaposition with these labels, his 
music acquires the meanings attributed to the Balkans. Following Cook 2006, the 
juxtaposition of particular Balkan  notions enables the generating of other 
potential meanings of Bregović’s music for his international audiences, which 
may be hidden (or dormant) in his domestic performances (or performances 
aimed at ex-Yugoslav audiences). The international audiences, having already 
adopted some of the labels of Balkanness through Balkan and Gypsy stereotypes 
combined with the musical features of Otherness, are more likely to relate to 
Bregović’s music when it is perceived and consumed within this context, rather 
than if it were marketed separately from the Balkan label.

This is how usually neutral musical references to Otherness become 
associated with Bregović’s version of the Balkans (rather than remaining vague 
labels of Elsewhereness). The more labels of Otherness, the clearer the 
communicated message, which mirrors DeNora’s thoughts on the construction 
of musical meaning, and her claim that “the more cues provided ... the less 
equivocal the meaning will seem and the less the range of things which can be 
imputed or ‘hung on’ to it. Thus the more the music will seem untouchable, 
sacred or ‘given’” (1986: 1982). In this way Bregović’s music, firmly framed 
within the conglomerate of preconceptions about the Balkans, acquires another 
authenticity layer and becomes the indisputable, “genuine” Balkan music to his 
international listeners. 

In performance, these preconceptions provide a context, a clear category 
which enhances understanding and retention in memory, as well as generating a 
specific musical meaning (cf. Distin 2005: 148). Stereotypical extra-musical 
components of Bregović’s version of the Balkans, in turn, frame the meaning of 
his music and help the listeners in performing interpretive moves, thereby 
facilitating their own replication (and, hence, longevity). Stereotypical, coded 
information emphasises the clarity, and hence replicability, of the communicated 
message; awareness of music’s typical characteristics – the “general 
category” (Distin 2005: 82) in the mind of the listener – allows for its replication. 
In replication, the features of this general category are reconstructed over and 
over again. Thus the musical features of Bregović’s stereotypical Balkans are 
replicated in other versions of Balkan music, even if they are not necessarily its 
most characteristic features; in the ears of the Western listeners, they represent 
the same type.

By being performed in combination with Balkan stereotypes, Bregović’s 
music can arguably reach more listeners. That this assumption is valid is also 
evident from the extra-concert life of Bregović’s music. Apart from events where 
he appears as a performer, his music is hugely popular within the context of 
Balkan parties, which thrived in the Netherlands between 2006 and 2010 
(Marković 2008b – see also 2.3). In these contexts, dislocated from live 
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performances, Bregović’s music plays a role of fixing the meaning of the whole 
event (concert or a party). His music is replicated in these parties both by DJs 
(where actual Bregović’s releases are played), as well as by numerous bands who 
provide the live act for the evening. Also, as noted before, Bregović’s music is 
sometimes recycled in other instances, where his contribution is not even 
credited (see 4.2.2. and example 1996 Sevdim Sevilmedim.mp3). In this case, the 
tune itself (Ederlezi) acts as a powerful label of Balkanness, which stands to 
metonymically represent the whole cluster of Balkan notions by using only a 
melodic excerpt. The same applies to other musical markers of Balkanness, such 
as the čoček rhythm or brass music in general. And it especially applies to other 
mega-hits of Bregović, or rather their segments: the openings of tunes such as 
Mesečina or Kalašnjikov are already replicated in the listeners’ brains, judging 
from the fact that they are instantly recognised in concerts and met with frenetic 
enthusiasm. Bregović’s music is nowadays internationally recognised as 
authentic Balkan music, building into the cluster of preconceptions about the 
region and its culture.
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